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E X P E R I E N C E

Dr. Walt Ector

In 1971, my friend and partner in Pediatric Practice, Dr. Jack Rhodes, was
invited to go to the Kentucky Derby. As Jack was leaving he asked if any
one of us would like to place a bet on the race. None of us knew anything
about any of the horses that were running that year, so we pulled out the
newspaper and looked over the list. I agreed to place a $5.00 bet on a horse
whose name caught my eye. The horse's name was Saigon Warrior.
On the day of the race, my family all sat down to watch the Derby. As they
were placing the horses in the starting gates, old Saigon threw his jockey,
hurting the jockey's thigh. At first, the officials thought they might have to
scratch old Saigon, but the jockey recovered and re-mounted Saigon. They
finally got him in the starting gate. Soon came the cry “They're Off!”—All
except old Saigon! They finally got him out of the gate and he was running.
You know how the announcer names the leading horse, followed by the list of the other horses in order of their
place as the horses reach certain spots during the race. Well, the announcer never did announce old Saigon’s name.
We didn't even know whether old Saigon had ever finished the race, or not. Of course, my family gave me a good
bit of teasing for picking such a loser!!
But…that's not the end of the story. When my friend Jack returned from the Derby, he announced that I had
won. I laughed and said “Yeah, I really did win didn't I?,” “No”, he said, “You really did win $20.00.” I said “I
thought you were going to place my bet on Saigon Warrior.” He said that he did, and a horse “In the Field” won,
and all other horses “In the Field” paid off!!
The explanation is interesting. The winner that year was Canonera II, a horse from Venezuela. It was the biggest
upset in the history of the Kentucky Derby's long illustrious history. This horse was bred in Greensboro, NC. He
had a sterling pedigree, but had a noticeably crooked foreleg, so was considered to have no future in racing. He
was sold for $1,200 to Pedro Batista who had him shipped to his home in Venezuela. Here the horse was named
and trained by Juan Arias. Because of his pedigree, he qualified for the Kentucky Derby, but most thought he
should not be there. The oddsmakers listed him at the bottom of a list of six horses “In the Field” that they
believed had no chance. That list included Saigon Warrior. When Canonero II came from 18th position to win by
3 ¼ lengths, the racing world was shocked. Most believed it was a fluke, and said that he would never win another
race. He surprised them again by winning the Preakness that year, and was leading in the Belmont, the last of the
“Triple Crown,” when the remnants of a foot infection slowed him, and he finished in fourth place. However,
Canonera II was named the winner of the Eclipse Award as the outstanding horse of 1971.
After being sold for a measly $1,200, Canonero II's total winnings amounted to $360,804 which was a fair
amount of change in 1971!!

S U M M E R T I M E

A N D

B G

S P O R T S

Frank Meade

There are two sets of sports enthusiasts at Bishop
Gadsden: the ‘active’ and the ‘inactive’! The latter far
outnumber the former. Take a look at the biographical
sketches of new residents over the last few years. Most
say they “used to” do this or that. And then there are
those who were never active participants but rather
spectators.
In three weeks, the summer season begins for our
active ones here at BG. The croqueteers are already
deserting for the cool mountains. The bocce ballers are
rolling and drinking at tea time. The volleyballers are
sweating in the humidity of the pool hall. The trail
walkers and campus walkers will be out early to avoid

F A N S

the heat. A handful of players will schedule their tennis
for early or late in the day, and the dozen or so of our
golfers will be seeking early tee times.
But, let’s move on. This is the season for the
enthusiastic sports inactives, both the ‘has-beens’ and the
spectators. While the golfers, tennis players, walkers,
rollers, and waders sweat and struggle with the heat, the
inactive sports enthusiasts sit back in the cool of air
conditioning, with a cold or frosty drink, to watch their
favorite team or sport event.
Major league and college baseball are in full swing.
The College World Series in Omaha is June 17-28,
preceded by the Regionals, which begin June 2. There is
Continued on next page
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Adelaide Wallinger

It’s fun to participate in the
birth of a young restaurant
like Edison—it was just three
weeks old when we dined.
It’s also interesting to find
that Edison has a direct connection to BG—its general
manager John Maxwell is the son of BG residents Ann and
Dennis Maxwell, who live in the 400 building of the Quay.
They are very enthusiastic about their son’s new venture.
Owner and chef of Edison, Joel Lucas, and his wife,
Chelsea, urged John to join them in Edison’s creation. Chef
Joel and John had worked together at Eli’s Table. Chelsea
is manager of Edison’s bar and responsible for a hearty list
of wines from all over the world and an array of beers as
well. Happy Hour in the bar is from 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM,
Monday through Friday. Wednesday features half-price
wine bottles from 4:00 PM until…
Named for Thomas Edison, who invented the light bulb,
the restaurant decor carries out the theme with pictures. The
idea was like a light bulb coming on in Joel’s head—hence
the restaurant name.
Joel has been in restaurant kitchens since he was 14 and
loves the business. He and Chelsea moved here from the
DC area three years ago and are here for the duration. You
can tell how busy he was crafting a clever menu for
Edison—everything is fresh, tasty and not what you would
find anywhere.
We started with two delicious soups: the WEST INDIES
SEAFOOD CHOWDER ($6/$8) which features shrimp,
crab, conch, roasted corn and chili oil. You are tempted just
to order another for your entrée just because it’s so good.
The LOW COUNTRY BUTTER BEAN ($5/$7) soup was
equally delicious featuring old timey big butterbeans with
smoked sausage and spinach in an herb broth.

Salads from the TRUFFLED PEAR ($7) we shared
to GRILLED ASPARAGUS ($8), BRAEBURN (APPLE)
AND BLUE ($8) and EDISON BABY GREENS ($4) are a
delight. Then there are the salads with more heft like STEAK
SALAD ($15) and a tuna and salmon one. The TRUFFLED
PEAR was a beautiful combination of pear, toasted hazelnuts,
frisée, red onion, truffle oil and an herb vinaigrette.
You tuna lovers will love the SPANISH HARVEST ($13)
featuring poached tuna, mixed greens, olives, potatoes, haricot
verts and a lemon emulsion balsamic reduction. And salmon
lovers will like the SEARED SALMON LEAF ($14) with
frisée, haricot verts, shaved red onion, capers, champagne
emulsion and mustard seed oil.
The sandwich menu is a feast—I chose the spectacular
ITALIAN BLT ($10) with crispy pancetta, arugula, sundried
tomato pesto, fresh mozzarella and balsamic aioli on toasted
ciabatta—so good. Scott ordered the CHILLED SHRIMP
TARTINE ($14) with smoked jalapeno-agave glazed shrimp
layered with avocado, roasted corn and cucumber with a lime
vinaigrette, a beautiful presentation on freshly-made bread.
Order the HOUSE MADE VEGGIE CHIPS right away for
one of your two sides to munch on while you wait for your
food —crispy potato and beet.
Save room for a sweet at the end. Somebody at the table just
has to order the CHOCOLATE BULB ($7), a great deal! Sous
chef Matt Smith makes the chocolate bulbs from scratch and
freezes them. It’s served at the table with the warm brown
caramel syrup cascading over the bulb to reveal a chocolate
brownie surprise and ice cream inside.
The dinner menu is just as welcoming! Edison is just three
miles from BG at 1014 Fort Johnson Road on the corner just
before reaching James Island High School. It’s open from
11:00 AM to 9:00 PM. Monday thru Thursday and on Friday
and Saturday from 11:00 AM—10:00 PM, (843-872-5500).

S U M M E R T I M E . . . C O N T ’ D
massive TV coverage by ESPN and affiliates.
The French Open (tennis on red clay), which began in Paris on May 28, continues to the finals on June 11. There
will be complete TV coverage on the Tennis Channel and NBC. Following on July 3-16 will be Wimbledon (tennis
on grass) in London with TV coverage on ESPN and the Tennis Channel.
For golfers, there are two tournaments this summer, played on awesome courses. The US Open, being played at the
Erin Hills Golf Course, Hartford, Wisconsin, is scheduled for June 15-18. Lots of coverage on the Golf Channel and
FOX affiliates. The British Open, played at the Royal Birkdale Golf Course, Southport, England, follows on July 213. TNT Channel will have early rounds coverage.
What’s next? The US Open Tennis in late August…and FOOTBALL!
For the avid TV sports fan, there is the oversize TV in the BG Sports Bar (Polly’s Pub), which has all the sports
channels, including the Tennis Channel, and is in beautiful high-definition color. It is especially nice for the sports
fan who likes a toddy late in the afternoon. On Sundays it’s BYOL! Your self-appointed sports editor will try to keep
the TV set on the current sport favorite, when it is not being used for a scheduled nonathletic event. Go, sports fans!
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H A P P E N I N G !

Jenny Juhasz, Britt Lock, Cecilia Moore, and Christy Smith
The Good Neighbor for May is someone you all know very well!
This resident is involved in organizations in the outside community and attends Saint
James Church across the street. He is very attentive to staff and his fellow residents and
always lends a helping hand. This resident is an avid Eliza’s Attic shopper and will give
any new activity a chance.
Known as the best BINGO caller around, he can handle a crowd of over 30 chatty
women. He also volunteers to drive the golf cart around campus. He is by far the best golf
cart driver we have!
Congratulations to Frank Clement on being May’s Good Neighbor!

The Healthy Lifestyle Station in the
Market Place Café is made to order and just
takes a few extra minutes, so you can get
your other items while you wait.

The editorial staff would like to apologize
to Mr. John Purdy. The below poem was
featured in last month’s GAB, however, the
last two lines were accidently cut-off.

More “Did You Know” from Culinary
Services to follow in months to come.

WW II
By John Purdy





It was a long long time ago
With no thoughts of beyond
In fields far away
Where little boys ran and played

Fields of wheat with ripened grain
Reflected moods of joy and hope
Dismal thoughts were never there
As little boys ran and played

Nominate a Fantastic Bishop Gadsden Caregiver!
Residents, family members, and employees are encouraged to
nominate outstanding caregiving staff to be considered for a
Jan Carter Award. Nomination forms are available at the activity
table near the Café. Forms are due June 16. Questions? Contact
Susan Gallo, Director of Human Resources, at 843-406-6523.

BG Job Fair
Tell your Friends and
Family!
Tuesday, June 13
Noon—5:00 PM
Blackmer Hall

Gloom and doom soon ensued
And little boys were called away
Strife and grief were overcome
And grown boys came home to stay
When darkness looms and faith eludes
Moods of joy and hope reclaim
Lightness shines and thanks we say
For little boys that run and play

Mix & Mingle with
Charlie The RiverDog & Crew
Thursday, June 29 at 2:30 PM
Morse Activity Room
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H A P P E N I N G !

Jenny Juhasz, Britt Lock, Cecilia Moore, and Christy Smith

Charleston June
Events Calendar

Mark Your 2017 June Calendars
Sunday, June 4 at 4:00 PM
Lucia Ensemble
Chapel

Please note, these are not Bishop Gadsden
events; therefore, no transportation is provided.
June 1-11

Waiting for Godot
Dock Street Theatre
843-577-7183

Friday, June 9 at 3:30 PM
Under the Sea Soiree
Myers Hall Living Room

June 3

The Sweetgrass Cultural Arts Festival
Mt. Pleasant Waterfront Park
843-856-9732

Saturday, June 10 at 4:00 PM
Bach Freundschaft Trio
Chapel

June 3

Westminster Choir Concerts
Cathedral of St. Luke & St. Paul
843-722-7345

June 3-11

Frederick Douglas, No Turning Back
Circular Congregational Church
843-724-7305

Monday, June 12 at 3:30 PM
Musical Trivia with Alton Cox
Myers Hall Activity Room

June 6

Mozart’s Great Mass
Charleston Gaillard Center
843-724-5212

Tuesday, June 13 at 10:00 AM
Mark Catesby Exhibit at the Gibbes Museum
Depart from the Commons

June 8

Greatest American Songbook!
Downtown Charleston
866-811-411

June 13-30

I Got You Babe!
34 West Theater
843-901-9343

June 24

Handel in Italy
Cathedral of St. Luke & St. Paul
843-722-7345

Thursday, June 8 at 5:00 PM
Pre-Dinner Music with Austin Fitzhenry
Read Cloister Living Room

Sunday, June 11 at 3:30 PM
Rachel Sanders String Student Recital
Morse Activity Room

Wednesday, June 14 at 4:30 PM
Happy Hour with Sally Perkins Griffin
Put’s Pub
Friday, June 16 at 3:15 PM
Here’s to you, Dad! Celebration
With Music by Roger Bellows
Arcadia Close
Saturday, June 17 at 4:00 PM
CIMS Concert
Chapel
Wednesday, June 21 & 28 at 4:30 PM
Name that Tune with Alton Cox
Put’s Pub
Sunday, June 25 at 4:00 PM
Tea & Poetry with Helen Brandenburg
Myers Hall Living Room

Resident Update Meetings
Myers Hall: Thursday, June 8, at 3:00 PM
Myers Activity Room
Apt/Cottages: Wednesday, June 21, at 10:00 AM
Blackmer Hall
Read Cloister: No Resident Update Meeting

View the GAB online at www.bishopgadsden.org
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HAPPY JUNE BIRTHDAYS

Welcome New Residents
Sue Brauer
Margaret Neville
M.P. Wilkerson
M O V I E S

1

Frank Clement

9

Eliza Chrystie

24 Angela Smith

2

Tina Manos

9

Bill Reynolds

25 Janet Smith

2

Mary Reed

9

Nancy Rudy

26 Lou Anderson

3

Wayne Partin

9

Marilou Watts

27 Jim Allen

4

Warren Watts

12 Tony Kelly

27 Maxine Greer

4

Hella zur Loye

12 Caroline McMillan

27 Kathy Harms

5

Jean Hiestand

15 John Settle

27 Diane Jaffe

6

Sue Duckworth

17 Jo Fallon

27 William Smith

6

Johnny Jordan

18 Nell Evans

28 Bob Hoopman

7

Louise Lancaster

18 Bob Hamilton

30 Claire Allen

8

Shelton Hisley

20 Fran Read

30 Betty Anne Tate

8

Lynn Scoville

23 Mary Newton

30 Bill Turner

( F R O M

A

S E N I O R S ’

P E R S P E C T I V E )

Reviews by Sallie and Jamie Gough
A Quiet Passion is an apt title for the biopic of Emily
Dickenson. Don't know when I've seen better dialogue
or character development in complex relationships.
Really enjoyed the way her poetry was used in the story
telling and though beautifully filmed, it will be a bit
long and slow for some...not me. I liked it.
The Circle with Tom Hanks received 1 ½ stars rating
in the newspaper, but as is quite often the case, I
disagree. The Circle is a mega corporation combining
all the technology and information aspects of Apple,
Google and Facebook. Knowing everything about
everybody; everyone an open book means no secrets and
no lies…but what about privacy? It’s a good movie, and
Tom Hanks is always good.
Snatched is classic summer fare for movie-goers. Quite a bit crude with some
amusement, occasionally appealing with Goldie Hawn and Amy Schumer who are
entertaining. Certainly not a must-see, but better than the one we walked out on.
Norman: The Moderate Rise and Tragic Fall of a New York Fixer is a very realistic
film that shows the way religion, politics, personalities, and influence peddling shape
the way business is conducted in NYC. Though excellently acted and directed, the film
kept me in a state of "second hand embarrassment" for the main character played by
Richard Gere, the fixer.
We could find very few movies this past month to go see, and even fewer that our
fellow residents would care to read about. Summer block-busters are starting up, but we have finally decided that
we have outgrown them, despite the lure of popcorn. We will look for the quality movies this summer, but they
may be few and far between.

I N

L O V I N G

Rex Reed
3/19/1922-5/4/2017

M E M O R Y
Norman Smith
1/26/1933-5/21/2017
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C H A P L A I N ’ S

U P D A T E

Rev. Tom Wilson, Director of Pastoral Care
I suspect that flowers have been on the Chapel Altar, since the beginning.
Like many long held traditions, rarely do we consider, “Why do we do
it?” (Beyond, we always have done it!)
While I do not have a definitive answer, I want to share why having live
flowers on our Altar is important to me. The placement of Altar Flowers, weekby-week, offers a very visible and vibrant welcome to worship.
Flowers are a particularly beautiful experience of God’s creation; when they are placed on an altar, they are a
fragrant offering to God and to all who come to worship. They are also a symbol of new life in Christ.
Undoubtedly, there are more explanations for why flowers are placed upon the altar.
There are also times that no flowers are place at the altar. For instance, at our Chapel altar flowers are not used
during Lent. There also a variety of specific flowers and greenery used at other times of the year. Examples of
those times are Palm Sunday, Easter Day, and Christmas.
Many times, people give flowers to be placed on the altar. They are given in thanksgiving to God for a family
member’s birthday, wedding anniversary, or other blessings. They are also frequently given in memory of a
departed loved one or friend. For all of these reasons, the BG worshipping community gives thanks for those
people who are moved to give flowers on a particular Sunday.
If someone wants to give flowers for the altar, that may be arranged by Janie Cook, Chaplain’s Assistant, at 843406-2467. All of the arrangements are handled for you by Janie. If by chance you have a particular color of flower,
the florist can be asked to use that color of flower; they usually will accommodate as possible.
A N N U A L

B G

R E S I D E N T

Jack Canter

The weather has changed and nature is in its full of life
summer activity. Besides all the foliage changes we are
now blessed to witness a multitude of bird activity
around BG. Birds are everywhere across our campus.
Recently, residents have even captured pictures of
ducklings on the pond along with a myriad of other
waterfowl. We are so fortunate to live in such a
wonderful place to witness all this activity. Some birds
are local and some birds have migrated from all over the
country.
Migrating birds; now that reminds me of our migrating
residents who come and go at various times of the year.
It is that time of the year when many residents migrate to
familiar old nesting areas with family and friends or may
decide to go on a bucket list adventure. So where are
they headed? I decided to research this BG resident
migration event, so what better place to start than Polly’s
Pub where many mature birds gather at the watering
hole. Who’s missing and where have they gone? It was
amusing to discover where all these lovely birds have
temporarily migrated. Please accept this reference of
lovely birds as a friendly reference to BG residents. It
should be noted that in my brief research I found no old
crows.
To escape the heat in Charleston many have traveled
North to New England states to enjoy warm and pleasant
days and cooler evenings with families and friends.
There have been those to visit the Maryland, Delaware

M I G R A T I O N S

and Chesapeake Bay area enjoying clambakes on the
Eastern Shore and boating in the bay. Some have taken
to the road in motor home adventures across America to
rediscover our beautiful and spacious land visiting
friends and relatives along the way. Some are more
adventurous and travel outside of America visiting
various European countries with relaxing river cruises
down the Rhine. They go on cruises to Alaska (I guess
that’s out of the country because I have heard that you
can see Russia from there). A few have even flown far
away taking adventures in Africa with wild lions, tigers
and bears—Oh my!
Then there are those who stay closer to home traveling
to the mountain regions of North and South Carolina. A
few just make a short migration to local beach homes
and places all along the Southern coast to enjoy a simple
and relaxing summer with strolls along the beach and to
fall asleep listening to the pounding surf. I also found
many lovely birds that prefer to stay local and not
migrate to these other adventurous places. They simply
enjoy their nest here at BG and all the other local birds
sharing stories of past migration explorations.
Regardless, I found that all these lovely birds have
dreams they truly enjoy discovering. Dreams they prize
and seek. I will leave you lovely birds with a quote from
Suzy Kassem: “A heart without dreams is like a bird
without feathers. May your dreams and feathers grow
wherever you go.”
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I M M U N I Z A T I O N S

Dr. Walt Ector

Immunizations have become a somewhat controversial
item recently. I can understand people's concerns. The
number of immunizations now recommended for infants
and children has increased tremendously. And there have
been anecdotes about possible severe side effects. I
would like to look at some facts.
I served for eight years on the America Academy of
Pediatrics National Committee of Infectious Diseases, the
Red Book Committee. The committee consisted of
nationally known Infectious Disease Pediatricians, with
representatives from the Communicable Disease Center
(CDC) in Atlanta. A large part of every one of our
meetings was devoted to discussions concerning
immunizations.
A few years before I joined this committee, in the 80's,
there was a tragic occurrence in Great Britain. There was
already a good bit of negative feelings about
immunizations. A report from the Great Armand Street
Hospital noted concerns about some possible reactions. A
Scottish physician had a patient whom he believed had a
severe reaction to the Pertussis (whooping cough)
vaccine. He was, naturally, very upset by this, and wrote
several convincing articles recommending that people
stop giving this vaccine to their children. Many people
were convinced by his articles, and at one time in some
sections of Great Britain, fewer than 10% of infants were
vaccinated against whooping cough. There then occurred
a very large outbreak of Pertussis with several thousands
of infants and children hospitalized with whooping
cough, and a good many deaths. Whooping cough in
infants is a very serious disease, and once established,
antibiotics do not do much good. Following this event a
number of studies showed no evidence that significant
reactions were caused by pertussis vaccinations.
This concern soon spread to the US and Japan. In Japan
there were 40 deaths from whooping cough. In the US a
number of lawsuits for suspected vaccine injury resulted.
In the late 1980's several vaccine makers were
threatening to stop making any vaccines. In 1979 the US
passed a no fault vaccine injury compensation law, and
things settled down.

More recently a concern has risen about the possibility
that immunizations may cause Autism, a serious
developmental condition. The main concern seems to be
about thimerosal. This chemical has powerful antibacterial, and anti-fungal effects, and it was added after
several children developed severe infections caused by
contaminated multiple dose vaccines vials. Thimerosal
contains ethyl mercury and has been used as Merthiolate
for prevention of skin and wound infections for years.
One of the reasons this concern arose, centered on the
significant increase in the number of reported cases of
Autism. Let’s look at some facts.
When I began pediatric practice in 1955, Autism was
not designated. The condition was called “Childhood
Schizophrenia.” As more information became known, the
term Autism was described, and more cases became
recognized and reported. Later the term was expanded to
include other conditions such as Asperger’s, and others,
such as Fragile X. Now the term “Autism Spectrum” is
used. There has been a significant increase in reported
cases and experts believe the increase is due to more
knowledge by physicians, and the expanded spectrum.
Because of mounting concerns, thimerosal has been
taken out of all vaccine vials except multiple dose
influenza vaccine vials. The British removed thimerosal
before we did, yet have seen a continued increase in
reported cases of autism.
I certainly understand the concern parents have about
multiple vaccines.
In 1955 we gave only DPT
(diphtheria, pertussis, and tetanus), smallpox and typhoid.
Few people give typhoid any more, and smallpox has
been eliminated due to vaccinations. Polio is almost
gone, and cases of measles, mumps, whooping cough and
tetanus are uncommon. I applaud the need to continue to
monitor vaccines carefully. However, I implore you to
carefully consider the real danger of failing to immunize
children. The CDC states, unequivocally, that
immunizations have saved more lives, and resulted more
toward increased longevity from birth than any other
health measure, except Public Health improvements
including antibiotics and amazing developments in
surgery.
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